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2. Name of Device: Trade Name: Artemis 123 Biomagnetometer

Common Name: Magnetic Encephalograph

Regulation Name: Electroencephalograph (21 CFR 882.1400)

Product Code: OLY



3. Predicate device:

The Artemis 123 Biomagnetometer is substantially equivalent to the Magncs 2500
WH Biomagnetometer System formerly manufactured and marketed by Biomagnetic
Technologies, Inc., San Diego, CA. K9623 17

4. Description of Device:

The Tristan Technologies Artemis 123 Biomagnetometer (hereinafter referred to as
the "Artemis 123") utilizes superconducting signal pickup coils and Superconducting
Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) to detect and amplify magnetic fields
produced by electrical activity in brain. The Artemis 123 consists of a sensor unit, an
electronics subsystem for preliminary amplification, filtering, and analog to digital
conversion of the signals from each SQUID, an electronics rack containing power
supplies to power the electronics subsystem, a computer to control the operation of the
electronic subsystem and the SQUIDs and to acquire and store the signal values
collected by the system, and a patient table which accommodates and facilitates the
optimal positioning of the head of a human being adjacent to the sensor unit

5. Indications for Use:

The Tristan Technologies Artemis 123 Biomagnetometer is indicated for use for the
patient whose physician believes that informnation about the magnetic fields produced
by that patient's brain and information about the location of the sources of those
magnetic fields could contribute to diagnosis or therapy planning.

6. Substantial Equivalence:

The Tristan Technologies Artemis 123 utilizes superconducting signal pickup coils
and Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) to detect and amplify
magnetic fields produced by electrical activity in brain. . The sensor comprises an
array of 135 passive superconducting pickup coils, each of which is connected to a
SQUID. The array is contained within an evacuated housing along with an insulated
container for the cryogen liquid helium. The pickup coils and SQUIDs are
refrigerated by solid thermal conduction to the cryogen. This is the identical
technologies and methods of operation as used in the predicate device, the Magnes
2500 WH. The vacuum container is configured to have a helmet-like external shape
at the top. This shape is sized and oriented to accommodate the positioning of the
head of a human being lying in a supine position into the helmet-like shape. The
pickup coils are positioned within the vacuum container to as to be in close proximity
to the helmet-like shape, and thus when in use, to be in close proximity to the head of



the human being. This is also the identical method used in the Magnes 2500 WH-
although the latter was capable of being positioned to accommodate heads of human
beings in the seated position as well as in a supine position.

For both the Artemis 123 and the Magnes 2500 WH, the output of each SQUID is a
voltage the value of which is proportional to the magnetic field at the corresponding
pickup coil. The voltage from each SQUID is amplified, filtered and digitized by
signal processing electronics. The digitized signals are conveyed to a computer hard
drive. The hard drive thus contains data comprising the voltage from each SQUID
recorded as a function of time. This data is available to the user of the system for
analysis and interpretation. The Artemis 123 as well as the Magnes 2500 WH may be
operated by a physician, it may also be opierated by a technologist working under the
direction and supervision of a physician.

The following is a tabular comparison of the features and characteristics of the Magnes
2500 WH- and the Artemis 123.

Element Magnes 2500 WH Artemis 123
Indications for use Use of the Magnes 2500 WI- Use of the Artemis 123

is indicated for the is indicated for the
patient whose physician patient whose physician
believes that inform- believes that inform-
ation about the ation about the
magnetic fields magnetic fields
produced by the produced by the
patient's brain and patient's brain and
information about information about
the location of the the location of the
sources of those sources of those
magnetic fields could magnetic fields could
contribute to diagnosis contribute to diagnosis
or therapy planning. or therapy planning.

Underlying technology Superconducting Superconducting
magnetometry magnetometry

Detector 148 pickup coils 123 pickup coils
architecture arranged in arranged in

helmet configuration helmet configuration

13 offset pickup coils 12 offset pickup coils



as reference channels as reference channels

Pickup coil design Two sets of magnetometer One set of
coils gradiometer coils

Average coil-to-coil 25 mm 25 mm
spacing

Superconducting dc SQUID de SQUID
amplifiers

Refrigeration method Solid conduction from Solid conduction from
liquid helium liquid helium

Data flow SQUID output SQUID output
digitized, stored on digitized, stored on
hard drive hard drive

Data acquisition 16 bits/channel 24 bits/channel
2 kHz sample rate 5 kHz sample rate

Host computer Sunt SPARCStation 20 PC workstation
Sun operating system MS Windows

Software Proprietary data LabVIEW® based
acquisition software; acquisition software
LabView® libraries

Sensitivity 10 femoTesla/4 Hz 10 femtoTesla/4 Hz
average over channels average over channels

Patient interface Provided patient table Provided patient table
patient supine or patient supine
seated

Where used Hospital or clinic Hospital or clinic

Safety standard IEC-60601-1 IEC 60601-1

7. Non-clinical test results

A prototype of the Artemis 123 was installed at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
for research use only. Non-clinical tests of the device performance were conducted
by hospital staff. These results were published in the peer-reviewed journal Frontiers
of Human Neuroscience on 3 March 2014. Those results demonstrate the

technological equivalence of the Artemis 123 to the Magnes 2500 with respect to
sensitivity in a hospital environment and with respect to source localization in a

phantom magnetic source.



To compare the sensitivity of the Artemnis 123 in a hospital environment to that of the
predicate device, the system was activated in the empty magnetically shielded room
(MSR) and noise spectra of the output of all channels were recorded. The spectra of'
all channels were averaged together and that average spectrum is presented in the
reference above. The average noise showed the same characteristic form as that of the
Magnes 2500, with the noise level above 100 Hlz being well below the specification of
10 ff/4Hz.

A second non-clinical test was conducted to record the magnetic field produced
by a phantom containing two dipolar sources at known locations. The dipolar sources
were each activated with a 40 Hz driving current, the magnetic field values recorded
for each of the Artemis 123 channels, and those values fit to the model of a single
dipole source. The results was a determination of the location of each dipole to
within 5 min of the actual location. This performance is also equivalent to the
localization of dipoles in a phantom with the Magnes 2500 WH system.

8. Conclusions:

The Artemis 123 uses the identical underlying technology as the Magnes 2500 WH,
employing superconducting pickup coils to measure and record the magnetic field at
an array of locations around the surface of the head of a patient and placing the
recorded values into a storage device for later review and examination by a user. The
materials and methods used to construct the two systems are the same. The method of
use of the two systems is the same. The indications for use of the Artemis 123 are the
same as that of the Magnes 2500 WH-. The primary difference between the two
systems is the smaller physical size of the helmet of the Artemis 123 compared with
that in Magnes 2500 WH. The sensitivity of the two systems in a noisy hospital
environment is equivalent. The ability of each system to localize a dipolar source in a
phantom is also equivalent. For these reasons, Tristan Technologies submits that the
Artemis 123 is substantially equivalent to the Magnes 2500 WH.

Any questions regarding the 5 10(k) summary may be directed to the contact person noted.
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Decar Dr. Iii rschkolff

We hiave rev iewed you r Sect ion 5 1 0(k) pre ar-ket nlo!icat ion of initen ito market tile device
referenced above and have d eterm ined the dev ice is siibsta ntiall)' eqiva lent ( for the inadieat ions
fI'1 Use stated in thie en ci OSUre) to clally marketed predicate devices ma rketed in interstate
Co0m1merce piior to MIay 28. I1976. th lCtIict 1 dae!ite 01of1the Med ical DeXvice A mendmen cts, or to

devices that have been rec lass itlted inl accordance w iii tiie preyvis ioins ol' he Federal Food, Di I.

aid Cosmetic Act (A ct) that do not req iric approval if a p rem arket approval applIicati on (P1M A).
You mlay. there Ibre. market thle device, subject to the tzenera I contrtois pro vis ions of the Act. The
generalI coiitrolIs provs'i ons of the Act inluitde reqiiremnicts flor an inual regi st rat ion. list inl, of
dcevices. oood inanti Ic turing practice. labeling, anti prohibitioiis against in isb rand in g and
aduli terat ion. P)lease note: CI)RI-I does not evalIuate in lbrnmat ion related to contract liabilitv
warran ties. We rem ind youI: howe vein, that device labeling mu tst be tru ti lii and1( not iris! cadi ng.

lfvour device is classified (see above) inito either class 11 (Special Controls) or class Ill (IVMA). it
May be subject to additional controls. IExistinig maior recttlations akiecting your device canl bc
IoUnd in the Code of Federal Regulations. 'Ilitle 2 1. Parts 800) to lQ.In addhitioti. FDA niav

puLb Iisli Ii t her an tline lClCleit s on cciO 1W ouri device inl the led eral ReCi Ster.

Please he advised that Fl),'s isu:rIMCC o1'a substantial eqttliVaIeiiee determ liiiatiOn does not1 Mean
tha t FDA has miiade a deter li n a lion that your device cominp lies wvit h othier reqiremenits fi l tlie Act
or a iv Federal statOW ts antire I C.1at ions ad iiinistered by\ othter FedcceralI agenceCs. Yo mt llust

comnply with all the Act's requ i remeiit-s. inC Itd inii. but not limiited to: retgistrationl al list i ig (2 I
CUR Part 807): labeling (2 1 ('FR Part 801); medical device reporting (reporting of medlical
device. icI aLd adverse events) (2 1 C FR 803): Lood taaii bet tringr practice req B-ITii 1 ai Cis 5Set



Page 2 -Dr, Eugene Hirschkoff

forth in the quality systems (QS) regulation (21 CFR Part 820); and if applicable, the electronic
product radiation control provisions (Sections 53 1-542 of the Act); 21 CER 1000- 1050.

If you desire specific advice for your device on our labeling regulation (21 CPR Part 801), please
contact the Division of Industry and Consumer Education at its toll-free number (800) 638-2041
or (301) 796-7100 or at its Internet address
http://www.fda.nov/Med icalDevices/ResourcesforYou/lndustrv/default.htm. Also, please note
the regulation entitled, "Misbranding by reference to premarket notification" (2ICFR Part
807.97). For questions regarding the reporting of adverse events under the MDR regulation (21
CER Part 803), please go to
http://www.fda.gov/MedicaI Devices/Safetv/Ren~ortaProblem/defa it.htm for the CDRH's Office
of Surveillance and Biometrics/Division of Postmarket Surveillance.

You may obtain other general information on your responsibilities under the Act from the
Division of Industry and Consumer Education at its toll-free number (800) 638-2041 or (301)
796-7100 or at its Internet address
htto://www.fda.pov/Medica] Devices/ResourcesforYou/Industrv/defau lt.htm.

Sincerely yours,

Carlos L. Pena -5

Carlos L. Pella, PhD), MS
Director
Division of Neurological and Physical

Medicine Devices
Office of Device Evaluation
Center for Devices and Radiological Health

Enclosure



510(k) Number (it known)
K 1334 19

Device Name
Artemis 123 Biomagnetometer

Indications for Use (Describe)
Use of the Artemis 123 Biomnagnetometer is indicated for the patient whose physician believes that information about the
magnetic fields produced by that patient's brain and information about the location of the sources of those magnetic fields
could contribute to diagnosis or therapy planning.

Type of Use (Select one or both, as applicable)

0Prescription Use (Part 21 CFR 801 Subpart D) El Over-The-Counter Use (21 CFR 801 Subpart C)

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS UINE - CONTINUE ON A SEPARATE PAGE IF NEEDED.

FOR FDA USE ONLY
Concurrence of Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) (Signature)

Carlos L. Pena -5

This section applies only to requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995.

*DO NOT SEND YOUR COMPLETED FORM TO THE PRA STAFF EMAIL ADDRESS BELOW.*
The burden time for this collection of information is estimated to average 79 hours per response, including the
time to review instructions, search existing data sources, gather and maintain the data needed and complete
and review the collection of Information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect
of this information collection, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to:

Department of Health and Human Services
Food and Drug Administration
Office of Chief Information Officer
Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) Staff
PRAStaff@fda.hhs.gov

'An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person Is not required to respond to, a collection of
information unless it displays a currently valid OMB number"
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